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22 January 2008

Chancellor Angela Merkel
Federal Republic of Germany

Dear Chancellor,

Your leadership is needed on a matter concerning coal-fired pow6r plants, with ramifications for
all people and all species on our planet. Decisions made in the near-term will have ef{ects, some
irreversible, upon the world that today's young people will inherit.

For the sake of identification, I am a United States citizen. director of the NASA Goddard lnstitute
for Space Studies and Adiunct Professor at the Columbia University Earth Institute. I am a
member of our National Academy of Sciences, have testified before our Senate and House of
Representatives on many occasions, have advised our Vice President and Cabinet members on
climate change and its relation to energy requirements, and have received numerous awards
including the World Wildlife Fund's Duke of Edinburgh Conservation Medal from Prince Philip.

I write, however, as a private citizen, a resident of Kintnersville, Pennsylvania. I was encouraged
to write to you by young Gemans who have a rising concern about climaie change, and I was
assisted in composing the lefter by colleagues, including Europeans, Americans and othe6.

We recognize that Germany under your leadership has moved rapidly to develop clean
renewable energy and taken numerous other steps to mitigate dangerous climate change. Also
Germany has pressed the international community for appropriate actions. However, as global
greenhouse gas emissions aro still increasing, another step in bold globat leadership is needeo,
leadership that could change the course of human history.

Climate is nearing critical tipping points that could cause: loss of Arctic sea ice with detrimental
effects on wildlife and indigenous people, Antarctic and Greenland ice sheet disintegration with
sea level rise accelerating out of conlrol, reduced freshwater supplies for hundreds of miJlions of
people, and a more intense hydrologic cycle with stronger droughts and forest fires, but also
heavier rains and floods, and stronger storms driven by latent heat, including tropical storms,
tomados and thunderstorms.

I am encouraged that young people, and German youth in particular, are concerned about the
impact of global warming on animal and planl species. Accelerating climate change is now the
greatest threat to the millions of species on Earth, with half or more at risk of exlermination.
Although we cannot assign blame for a given species on a specific power plant, the numbers are
such that each new coal-fired power plant, without COz capture, is a dagger in the heart of
numerous species.

I appeal to you as a fellow physicist to help explain basic facts to other leaders before it is too
late. A large fraction of COz emitted by burning fossil fuels stays in the air for many centuries.
Oil, used in ways that prohibit practical CO2 capture, has reserves sufficient to take global climate
to the danger zone. Coal, with larger reserves, has the potential to destroy life on our planet as
we know it. Thus a policy aiming to reduce CO2 emissions some percentage by a given time is
doomed to failure, even if it achieves its goal, if il permits emissions of COz by coal to continue
This is a simple consequence oI lhe long life of CO2 in the air and the assumption that readily
available oif wilf be used. The only way to preserue climate rcsembling that in which civilization
developed is to phase out coal use except where CO2 is captured and sequestered.
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Yet there are plans for construction of new coal-fired power plants in Germany, plants that vr,ould
have a lifetime of half a century or more. (E frciency of these plants is irrelevant, given the long
life of CO2 in the ai[ only CO2 capture can alleviate its climate effect.) your leadership in halting
these plans could seed a global transition that is needed to solve the climate problem.

Choices among alternative energy sources are local matters. But a moratorium on new coal-fired
power plants, with later coal phase-out unless the COa is captured, is a global imperative, if we
are to presewe the wonders of nature, our coastlines, and our social and economic well being.

lf the West makes a firm commitment to this course, discussion with developing countries can be
prompt. Given the potential of technology assistance, realization of adverse impacts of climate
change, and leverage and increasing interdependence from global trade, success in cooperation
of developed and developing worlds is feasible.

The attached summery of fossil fuel facts clarifies the role of coal in global warming, contributions
of individual nations to climale change, and the fact that a solution of global warming is still
practical if coal use is phesed out soon except where COz is captured. Further discussion, also in
l€y language, is at htto://www.columbia.edu/-ieh1 /lowaCoal 071 1 05.odf

The emerging science reveals that atmospheric CO2, even with prompt phase-out of dirty coal,
likely will reach a dangerous level, The problem is still solvable with actions that have other
benefits, including improved agriculturat and forestry practices that sequester COz in the soil. But
il becomes clearthat it is counterproductive to try to squeeze every last drop of oil from pristine
environments. Better to move on a bit sooner to the inevitable energy future beyond fossil fuels,
a time that German technological capabilities coufd help advance. Jobs that may be lost in coal
will be replaced by more and betteriobs in the renewable energy and energy efficiency industries-

Great Britain, the United States, and Germany, in that order, have contributed most to fossil fuel
CO2 in the air today, on a per capita basis (today's population). This is not an attempt to cast
blame. lt only recognizes the reality of the early industrial developmenl in these countries, and
points to a responsibility to lead in finding a solution to global warming.

lf Germany halted construction of coal-fired power plants that do not capture and sequester the
COz, it could be a tipping pointforthe wodd. Leaders in Great Britain are advocating a
moratorium on new coaFfired power plants; U.S. citizens are blocking one coal plant after another
and a potentially course-changing election is nearing. But time to find the tipping point is running
out. I hope that you will give these considerations the urgent attention they deserve in setting
your national policies. You have the potential to influence the future of the planet.

Chancellor Merkel, I hope that you are proud of the leadership that G€rman youth ars taking in
drawing attention to inequities inherent in current expioitation of fossil fuel resources, specifically
conslruction of fossil fuel plants without capture of all pollutants including COr. As their
knowledge and involvement grow, they can be a powerful ally for your efforts to preserve our
remarkable planet and its life.

Sincerely,

James E. Hansen
Kintnersville, Pennsyivania, United States of America

cc: Sigmar Gabriel, John Schellnhuber
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Basic Fossil Fuel Facts
The role ofcoal in global warming is clarified by a small number ofwell-documented facts. Figure
I shows the fraction of fossil fuel carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions that remains in the air over time.
One-third of tbe COr is still in the air after 100 years, and one-fifth is still in the air after 1000 years.

Decay of Fossil Fu.;60., Fnri5slou
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Figure 1- The fraction of CO2 remaining h thea , afrer emission by fossil fuel burning,

declixes rapidly atfint, but l/3 remains in the air afier a century and I/5 after d minennium
(Atmos, Chem. Phys, 7, 2287-2312, 2007).

Oil slightly exceeds coal as a source ofCOz emissions today, as shown in Figure 2a. [IPCC =
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change; WEC = World Energy Council] But, because of the
long atmospheric lifetime ofpast emissions, fully half of the excess CO: in lhe air today (from
fossil fuels), relative to pre-industrial times, is from coal (Figure 2b). Moreover, coal use is now
increasing, while oil production has stagnated. Oil production will peak and will be conshained by
available resources earlier than will coal oroduction.

Soruce of Fossil Fuel COl
{a) Today's Emissions (b) Io the Air To<lay'

Figure 2, Percent contribations of dffirent fossil laels to 2006 COt emissions (lefi side) and
contribulions to the ucess CO2 in the air today relative to pre-ind.usttial COz amount (CDIAC
data for ITSI-2004, BPfor 2005-6; cf. Atmos. Chem. Phlts. 7, 2287-2312, 2007).
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Fossil Fuel CO' Resertoirs
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Figure 3. Estimated fossil fuel resemes; purple portions hate abeafo been used (Atmos.
Chem. PhXs, 7, 2287-2312, 2007),

Figure 3 shows teported fossil fuel reserves and resources (estimated undiscovered deposits).
Reserves arc hotly debated and may be exaggerated, but we know that enough oil and gas remain
to take global warming close to, ifnot into, the realm ofdangerous climate effects. Coal and
unconventional fossil fuels such as tar shale contain enough carbon to produce a vastly different
planet, a more dangerous and desolate planet, from the one on which civilization developed, a
planet withoul Arctic sea ice, witlr crumbling ice sheets that ensure sea level catastropbes for our
children and gmndchildren, with shifting climate zones that cause great hardship for the world's
poor and driv€ countless species to extinction, and with intensified hydrologic extremes that cause
increased dtought and wildfires but also stronger rain, floods, and storms.

Oil and coal uses differ fundamentally. Oil is burned primarily in small sources, in vehicles where
it is impractical to capture the COz emissions. Available oil reserves will be exploited eventually,
regardless of efficiency standards on vehicles, and the CO2 will be emitted to the atmosphere. The
climate effect of oil is nearly independent ofhow fast we bum the oil, because much ofthe COr
remains in the air for centuries. [It is nevertheless important to improve efficiency ofoil use,
because that buys us time to develop technologies and fuels for the post-oil era, and high
efficiency surely will be needed in the posfoil era.] However, the point is this: oil will not
determine future climate change. Coal will.

Avoiding dangerous atmospheric CO2 levels requires curtailment of C02 emissiots from coal.
Atmospheric CO2 can be stabilized by phasing out coal use except where the CO2 is captured and
sequestered, as is feasible at power plants. Indeed, agreernent to phase out coal use except where
the COz is captured is 80% ofthe soltltion to the global warming crisis. Of course, it is a tall
order, as coal is now the world's largest source ofelectrical energy. Over the n€xt fsw decades
those coal plants must be closed or made to capture their CO2 emissions. Yet it is a doable task.
Compare that task, for example, with the efforts and sacrifices that went into World War II.
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ResponsibiliEJor Global Warmlnq

Responsibility for global warming is proportional to cumulative COz emissions, not to curr€nt
emission rates (httrr:r'pubs.giss.nasa. sov,/docsl2007/2007 llanscn_etal Lndt). This is physical
fact, not an €thical statement. It is a consequence ofthe long lifetime of atmospheric CO2.
Responsibility of the United States is more than three times larger than that ofany other nation
(Figure 4). Despite rapid growth of emissions from China, the United States will continue to be
the nation rnost responsible for climate change for at least the next few decades.

Fossil Ftrel COr Enrissiols

Figure 4. Annual and cumulative fossil fuel COz emissions by coantry of emission
(CDIAC data for 1751-2004, BPfor 2005-6; ctr, Athtos. Chem. Phys, 7, 2287-2312, 2007).

It is also useful to examin€ per capita fossil fuel COz emissions. Figure 5a shows per capita
emissions for the eight nations with largest total emissions, in order ofdecreasing total emissions.
The United States and Canada have the largest per capita emissions, while emissions ofJapan,
Germany and the United Kingdom are halfas large per capita.

(a) 2006 fuimral Eruissions
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Per Capita Fossil Fnel C0_. Errissions
(a) 2006 Aununi Emissiotrs (b) l'l5l-:
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Figure S. Per capita fossil fuel err.isliorts (a) in order of national errrissions today, (b) per
capita cumulatile enhsion (2006 population) in order of nationsl cumulatire emhsions
(CDIAC data for I75I-2004, BPfor 2005-6; ef, Atmos. Chem. Phys. 7, 22E7-2j12, 2007).

Per capita responsibility for climate change, however, must be based on cumulatiye national
emissions. The United Kingdom has the highest cumulative emissions per capila (2006
population), as shown in Figure 5b. The United States is second in per capita emissions and
Cermany is third. Increased per capita responsibility ofthe United Kingdom and Germany is a
consequence oftheir early enfies into the industrial era. Recognition ofthes€ facts is rlot an
attempt to cast blame. Early emissions ofCO2 occurred before the climate problem was
recognized and well before it was proven. Yet these facts are worth bearing in mind.

Imolications

Human-made climate change is unambiguously underway- Yet the urgency ofthe situation is not
readily apparent to everybody. Chaotic weather fluchmtions mask climate trends, even as climate
change alterc the nature of weather. Urgency is created by the very inertia of the climate system
that delays the effects ofgases already added to the air. This delay means that there is additional
global warming "in the pipeline" due to hman-produced gases already in the air.

Climate system inertia is due in part to the massive oceans, four kilometers deep on average,
which are slow to warm in r€sponse io increasing greenhouse gases. The effect of this inertia is
compounded by positive (amplifying) feedbacks, such as melting ofice and snow, which increases
absorption of sunlight, engendering more melting. Such feedbacks are nor "mnaway' processes,
but they make climate sensitive to even moderate climate forcings. [A climate forcing, natural or
human-made, is an imposed perturbation of the planet's energy balance. Examples include a
chang€ ofthe sun's brightness or an increase oflongJived greenhouse gases, which trap the
Earth's heat radiation.]

Climate inertia and positive feedbacks together create the danger ofpassing climate .'tipping
points". A tipping point exists when the climate reaches a point such that no additional forcing rs
needed to instigate large, relatively rapid climate change and impacts. Impacts ofthese large
climate changes tend to b€, overall, detrimental to humans, because civilization is adapted to the

(b) I 151-:006 (\urulatir.e Emir-riorq
tTolll Caftou?erson)
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relatively stable interglacial period that has existed on our planet for about ten thousand years, and
!,ve have settled the land and built great infrastructure within and upon these relatively stable
climate zones and coastlines.

Based on current information, we now realize that we have passed or are on the verge ofpassing
several tipping points that pose gruve risks for humanity and especially for a large fraction ofour
fellow species on the planet. This information is gleaned primarily from the Earth's history and
ongoing global observations ofrapid climate changes, and to a lesser €xt€nt from climate models
that help us inlerpret observed changes.

Potential consequences ofpassing these tipping points include (l) loss ofwarm season sea ice in
the Arctic and thus increased shess on many polar species, possibly leading to extinchons, (2)
increasing rates of disint€gration ofthe West Antarotic and Greenland ice sheets, and thus more
rapidly rising sea levels in coming decades, (3) expansion of sub-tropical climates adversely
affecting water availability and human livability in regions such as the American West, the
Mediterranean, and large areas in Africa and Australia, (4) reduction ofalpine snowpack and
water ron-off that provides fresh water supplies for hundreds of millions ofpeople in many
regions around the world, and (5) increased inlensity ofthe extremes of the hydrologic cycle,
including more intensE droughts and foresl {ires, on the one hand, but also heavier rains and
greater floods, as well as stronger storms ddven by latent heat, including tropical storms, tomados
and thunderstorms.

The nearness ofthese climate tipping points is no cause for despair. On the contrary, the actions
that are needed to avert the tipping point problems are not only feasible, they have side benefits
that point to a brighter future for life on the planet, with cleaner air and cleaner water. It will be
necessary to roll back the airbome amounls ofseveral air pollutants, but that is plausible, given
appropriate attention. Already all pollutants except CO2 are falling at or below the lowest IPCC
{Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change) scenarios, and there is much potential for further
reductions.

The tendency ofthe media to continually report bad news on climate change and the human-mads
faclors that drive climate change sometimes paints a piclure that is bleaker than that shown by
careful analysis. Such information is often misleading about the true status of the Earth, and the
impression created may be harmful if it leads to despair about the prospects for achieving a
relatively stable climate with a cleaner atmosphere and ocean. I illustrate with data for COz, the
most important climate forcing.

Figure 6 is the "airborne.fraction" offossil fuel COz emissions. This is the ratio: the annual
increase ofCO2 that appears in the Earth's atmosphere (well measured) divided by the annual
human emission of fossil fuel CO2 into the air (also well known). On average, the incr€ase of CO2
in the air is 57n/o of the fossil fuel emissions. Although this is a large amount, th€ 43% taken up by
the ocean, soil and biosphere is also large. The uptake is large despite the fact that humans are
also catning extensive, mostly unwise, deforestation, which adds COz to the air- In addition our
agricultural practices t)?ically do not €ncourage storage ofcarbon in the soil.
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COi Airbonre Fmctiotr

Figure 6. Ratio of obsemed atmospheric Co2 increase to fossil f el CO2 emiEsions (Proc.
NatL Acad. StL 101, 16109-16114,2004).

There is tremendous potential for reducing atrnospheric CO2 via reduction of deforestation,
improved fotestry practices, and improved agricultural practices that increase carbon storage in the
soil. If govemmenh were to encourage such practices, rather than the converse, and if coal use
were phased out except where the CO2 is captured, it would be possible to literally roll back the
net human-made climate forcing to levels below those defining critical tipping points.

We must remember, at th€ same time, that the ability of the principal COz sink, the ocean, to soak
up human-made emissions is limited and slow (Figure l). Ifwe burn most ofthe available coal
(Figure 3) without CO2 capture, even with the lowest estimates of available coal reserves, it will
be impractical ifnot impossible to avoid passing climate tipping points with disastrous
consequences.

Summerv: The Need for Leadershio

I am optimistic that greenhouse gas ernissions can be reduced and atmospheric composition
stabilized at a level avoiding disastrous climate effects. My optimism is based in part on the fact
that young people are beginning to make their voices heard. They have a powerful effect on our
consciences, with an ability to influence policy makers and the captains of industry.

Many individuals are beginning to recognize and appreciate the naturc ofthe climate problem.
People want to take actions and they are willing to make sactifices. However, individual actions
cannol solve the problem by themselves.

Based on fossil fuel and carbon cycle facts summarized above, we catrnot continue io bum the
coal reserves without CO2 capture and sequestration. Solution of this problem can be achieved
only vra strong government leadership.

Govemments must recognize the relative magnitudes offossil fuel resources, i.e., oil, gas, coal,
and unconventional fossil fuels, and they must establish policies that influence consurnption in
ways consistent with preservation ofour climate and life on Earth. The fossil fuel facts dictate
essential actions (httn:,,i arxiv.ol d :
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( 1) Phasp-out of coal use that- does not capture CO2. This is 80% of the solution, crealing a
sittratiou in which C02 emissions are declining sharply. (Coal use will also be affected by the
second essential action. Indeed, it is likely that much of the coal will be left in the ground, as
economic inc€ntives spark innovations and positive feedbacks, accelerating progress to the cleaner
world beyond fossil fuels.)

(2) A gaduallv but continually risine orice on carbon emissions. This will ensure that, as oil
production inevitably declines, humanity does not behave as a desperate addict, seeking every last
drop ofoil in the most extreme pristine environments and squeezing oil from tar shale, coal, and
other high-carbon sources that would ensure destruction of our climate and most species on the
planet. Recognition by industry ofa continually rising carbon price (and elimination offossil fuel
subsidies) would drive innovations in energy efficiency, renewable energies, and other energy
sources that do not produce greenhouse gases.

These ate the two fundamental actions that must occur if we are to roll back the net climate
forcing and avoid the dangerous climate tipping points, with theit foreseeable consequences. Both
of these actions are essential.

We can make a long list of supplementary actions that will be needed to avoid hardships and
minimize dislocations as we phase into a cleaner world beyond fossil fuels. However, the two
essential actions must be given priority and govemments must explain the situation to the public.

Supplementary actions include improved efficiancy standards on btrildings, vehicles, appliances,
etc. Rules must be changed so that utilities profit by encouraging efficiency, rather than selling
more energy. These changes are necessary for success, and there are many economic
oppodunities associated with them. Yet governments must realize the essential actions dictated by
the physics of the carbon cycie. Specifically, release of COz to the air from the large carbon
reservoirs, coal and unconventional fossil fuels, must be curtailed.

Further actions will be needed to achieve a rollback of the net climate forcing. These actions
(httn:rarxir'.orBi l'tp/arrivhaocrsi0T0(r/0706.3720.od1) include reduction of non-COz climate
forcings and improved agncultural and forestry practices. These actions are important and have
multiple benefits, especially in developing countries, but they do not have the great urgency of
halting construction ofnew coal plants without carbon capture. Power plants have long lifetimes,
and once their CO2 is released to the alr, it is impractical to recover it.

Energy departments, influenced by fossil fuel i ter€sts, take it as a God-given fact that we will
exhact all fossil fuels from the ground and bum them before we move on to other ways of
producing usable energy. The public is capable ofchanging this course dictated by fossil fuel
interests, but clear-sighted leadership is needed now if the actions are to be achieved in time.

Tipping points and positive feedbacks exist aftong people, as well as in the climate system. I
believe that the action with the greatest potential to initiate positive feedbacks, and lead to the
benefits that will accompany a clean energy firture, is a mofatorium in the West on new coal-fired
power plants unless and until CO2 capture and sequestration technology is available. Such a
moratorium would provide the West with sufficient moral authority to sit down with China and
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other developing countries to find ways, Iikely including technological assistance, for developing
counlries to also phase out coal use that does not capture COl.

Perhaps the most important qu€stion is this: can we find the leadership to initiate the tipping poinl
among nations? Can we find a country that will place a moratorium on any new coal-fired power
plants unless they capture and store the CO2? Unless this happens soon, lhere is little hope of
avoiding the climate tipping points, with all that implies for life on this planel.
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